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rABSTRACT
The formalism for describing rotational excitation in collisions
between symetric top rigid rotors and spherical atoms is presented both
within the accurate quantum close coupling framework and also the coupled
states approximation of McGuire and Kouri and the effective potential
approximation of Rabitz. Calculations are reported for thermal energy
RH3-He collisions, treating 73 as a rig^.d rotor and employing a uniform
electron gas (Gordon-Kim) approximation for the intermolecular potential.
Coupled states is found to be in nearly quantitative agreement with
close coupling results while the effective potential method is found to
be at least qualitatively correct. Modifications necessary to treat
the inversion motion in KH are discussed briefly.
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I. Introduction
Recent advances in numerical techniques and computational capabili-
ties have made it possible to study energy transfer in molecular colli-
sions - at least for some simple systems - by obtaining essentially exact
numerical solutions to the quantum close coupling (CC) scattering equa-
tions for molecules interacting via realistic, e.g., ab initio, inter-
molecular potentials. Unfortunately, the expense of CC calculations
increases rapidly with the number of energetically accessible molecular
quantum levels, due, in large part, to the 2j+1 degenerate sublevels
which must be included for each rotational level,
	 Therefore most
calculations to date have been limited to the simplest case, collisions
of linear molecules with atoms, and to energies where only a handful of
the lowest molecular rotational levels are accessible. )
 The hydrogen
molecule with its small moment of inertia has only a few rotational
levels below the threshold for vibrational excitation, and calculations
have been performed for vibrational-rotational excitation of H2 by col-
lisions with atoms. 2
 Only one calculation for rotational excitation of
a linear molecule by another linear molecule (H2-H2) has been reported;3
and there has also been one calculation for rotational excitation of an
asymmetric top rotor by an atom (H2CO-Re). 4
facause much of the computational effort in CC calculations is due
to the degenerate rotational sublevels and because many collisional
phenomena are sensitive only to the average over these degeneracies, i.t
seems reasonable to sacrifice some information about these suble, _'ls in
order to simplify the calculation. This notion is the basis for the
effective potentials (F1')approximation of Rab-?tz and the coupled states6
3
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(A4 approximation of McGuire and Kouri. Both of these methods have now
been tested by comparison with available CC results for degeneracy-
averaged (i.e., state-to-state) integral cross sections, a(i-+f), in
linear molecule collisions. 5-7 The CS approximation appears to be quite
reliable except, perhaps, when there is strong, long-range anisotropy
in the potential. Accuracy of the EP approximation appears to be mere
sensitive to the strength of the anisotropy in the potential, being
better for weaker angle-dependence; however, co.rs-idering that it is much
cheaper-than CS, it is probably still accurate enough to be useful for
m, r!y molecular systems. If these approximations can be shown to remain
accurate, they will be invalu«ble for understanding energy transfer in
other, more complicated systems where CC calculations will not be possible.
Iii tli-is paper we cotls:ider scattering of rr rigid Lyjwfletric toll rotor
by a closed-shell, 1S atom. As an example, collisions of IM3 with He
are considered, using a theoretical electro-J gas approximation to the
interaction potential, and treating collision knamics within the accurate
CC framework as well as the CS and 17 approxiiriations.
The ammonia molecule is a typical symmetric top, having a three-
fold to is of sy,imretry Pi.rougli the nitrogen. It is not, however, an
idci.l ext: axle of a r3 i d. ro t-or beco.uSe it vuder•^;o^s ruj)J c1 inversion -
a lar-e amplitude vibr:iti.on of th y: nitrogen throiiUji the plane of theLj
hydrogens. 'Phis inversion motion splits the normally de-
-
,euertrte sym-
metric top k-doublets. Transitions between the inversion doublets are
readily observed at microwave frequencies. making U11 3 amenable to studies
of collisional energy transfer u , -itlg thy: microwave double resonance
techniques of Oka,	 and a f rir amount of rotntional rclisxation dat^. is
-
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therefore available for this system.
For the purposes of this study the inversion doubling has been
ignored, and N11  treated as a rigid symmetric top. Typical splittings
between inversion doublets are 20 - 25 GIIz which corresponds, classically,
to a vibrational period of about 50 ns. Since the duration of a thermal
energy NII3 -He collision is s"1 ns, the rigid rotor approximation may not
be unreasonable. 	 Nonetheless, until this, effect is considered in more
detail, results, from these calculations should be viewed as modelistic,
and comparisons with the experlmentul data should be treated with caution.
Rather, this study was undertaken for the follow:lrlT reasons. There
has been no previous study of collisions between symmetric tops and
atoms, especially those systems dominated by short-range forces, whore
the accuracy of the intermalecul.ar potential and scattering approxima-
tions could be well documented. Thus, despiLe a moderate amount of
double resonance delta, energy ta anofer in such systems is st:i ll_ not well
understood, and "a quantitative theoretical treatment of the transition
probability will be needed 8b For example, even the typical size and
shape of the short-range anisotropy are not knoi .m. (It should be recalled
in this context that the anisotropy in linear molecule-a,tnm Collisions
was recently found to be much lamer than antic-ipated. lc) Al.:o essen-
tially tttil:rluwt, fire t1le relative mclgnitudca of cli fferent. A j and AI; trrzn-
sitions, and the eau:.e of the observed parity "selection rules". As
inclie:ltecl ubovo it is rapidly be cocninF; possible to examine such questions
by accurate scattering calculations on 0) initio intermolecular surfnees.
Decattoe of its l.ow moment, of ille rti tl and hence widely spaced rotational
M
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levels, and also because of ortho-para separation, it is feasible to
treat collision dynamics for IM 
3) at leant for the lower rotational
levels and thermal collision energies, within the accurate CC framework.
These calculations can then be used to test the accuracy of cheaper
approximations, such as CS and JT, which might then be used to study
collision dynamics for this and similar systcarns in more detail.
The CC, CS, and IT scattering formali: mo for syntnetr:ic top-atom
collisions are reviewed in Section II since this; does not appear to be
conveniently available in the literature. The numerical calculations
for III13-He are presented in Section III. Section IV summarizes the
major conclusions of these calculations and indicates briefly the
modifications necessary to treat the invel•sion motion.
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11. Scattering Furmalism
The total Hamiltonian for collisions of a rigid rotor and an atoia,
in space-fixed coordinates located at the center of mass of the system
can be written as
H = I1
rot
(f1) + T(R) + V(^I, N^)	 (la)
where the kinetic energy of collision,
T(R) = -(h2/21j) oH2 _ -(fit/ ►) Qo, - t,	 (1t')
•	 N
can be separated into radial and orbital a. ,eular momentrun contributions
as indicated. The rotor orientation is specified by f=(CLOY), the
Euler angles  that rotate space-fixed axes into Me body-fixed, princ:i-
pul moment of inertia axes of the molecule; the collision coordinate
from rotor center of mass to the atom is conveniently exprenned in polar
coord..i nates an R=(I;, 0, $) ; i t is the reduced mass for the cull i sion; and
A.
A is Ylauck s cons tacit divided by 2)-_ 'Ilie vcutterini; wave function i s
obtained 'by expanding in the rotor eiCcr,funct:ionc, which are complete
in Q; spherical. harmonics (Partial. waves) complete in }i-(v,;); and radial
functions u(H). Substituting this expansion into the Schrodinger equa-
tion .leads to coupled second-order differential equations for u(Ii). The
u::UFLI CC method is obtained by transforming these equations to a total.
roigular momenturu representation In the space-fixed coordinutes; the CS
rind EP appruxImutioils Lire obtained by ignoring or nveragling over some of
the coupling terms. Dotails of these scattering form,ilism:; will be
presented after di scus.dng the rotor Nuctions tend the form of the inter-
molecular potent:ittl.
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A. Rotor wavefunctions.
The general rigid rotor Hamiltonian can be written
Rrot	
(211 )
-19x , 2
 + (222 ) -1Jy1 2 + (2I3 )
-3 a
Z1
2
	(2)
where I1, I2 , and I i are moments of inertia about the (molecule-fixed)
principal axes of inertia x', y', and •r,', respectively. (Primes will
be used to denote rotating, body-fixed coordinates.)
For a symm tric top molecule, two of the moments of inertia tire
equal - I1=I2 , i.e., z' is cleosen as the sy mactry axis - so that Eq. (2)
becomes
Hst = (^11)
-1.a2
 + C(P:r^)-1_(rIl)-1-;^L,2	 (3)
Where a	 a ,2+dy,?+Pz,2 is the total angular momentum of the rotor.
Eigenfunct:ioi:s of list can be labeled by J, k, and m, the total rotor
momentimi and its projection on the 1 ,ody-fixed z'-axis and on the sprce-
fixed z-axis, respectively.	 The:i
a2 I	 j1:r.L>	 = j(pl)h2 I j)--XL> , 01)
gL, I ,jkia> = kh I'Jkm> , (5)
and	 d
I 
jkm> = ra i. I Jlon> (G)
Comparing with Eq. (3) one finds that
}1st I ,jYaa> = r, jk I ftir%, (7)
with
1,^1;
	
-	
f,2 {(.'Il)- 1,i+1)^[(2I	 )-1-(2I1) - .1	 2}. (£1)
The symmetric top eigp ni'unctiono can be Identified with matrix elements
of the rutatiorn operator,
,11u1> = L(2,j+1) /Orr2)1 
-'kmJ ( asY)	 (9)
where, for historical rcacot,:, we fallow the conventlon of Tlir^ddcual0
:,M
lf w- A
1
M
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that
I .D j ( aB y) 
= eima e i}:Y dp^j (P)	 (10)
with dkmj as defined by Edmonds. 9 Me total angular momentum quantum
number j may take any non-negative intc3cr value; Y. anft m; b::ing projec-
tions of j, are restricted to positive or negative int^gers whooe abso-
lute value is less than or equal to j.
For future reference, the only nor,-zero matrix elements of tho
general (asyrmnetric top) rigid rotor Hamiltonian, Eq. (2), in this basic
Fire
<jlun I Iirot I jkm> == fi2 {[(2I1 ) -1 -ol j ) 1][j(j-Fl)-k21/;'-i(2T^)-1}:2}	 (11,L)
and
<j Y.+2 m 11 rotI jkm> - ,1)^m I llrot I j
(f,2^1 ► )L( 211)-1--( 12)-1](Lj(j+l)-):(k +l)JLj(j+1)-();+1.) 	(llb)
For the symi:,etr:ic top, it can be seen from Eq. (£) that I jkd> and
j-l:rn> are degenerate so that any linear combination will also be a
valid eigcrnfunction Frith the same energy. Proper symilictrlc tole wavc-
functions must also be eigerilunctions of the inversion operutor, and the
correct linear combinations are
1-
jl:ME:> _ [?(1 I bko ) ]	 (I ^l:r►i: + c I ,i - ) •,m-)	 NO
where no.: l:?0, and e--il except for k =0 when oily c=-I1 in nll.owed.
Because the I jlui> are a complete set. in the angles of orientation,
i 1!, waveNnetions for the general, ar mmetric top erin also be expanded
this; :,ct. It is found, c.f. Eq. (11), tliut the acyr,actrle top
I
IIamiltonian will not mix states with different j,m but, only e,ifferent
values of k. alius, a^ymmetric . top wovefunctions can be written rio
I jm ,r> = 
rk a^ 1: I ,i}:ra>	 (1 i)
9
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It is convenient to dcvclop the scatLerinL formalism for "primiti.ve "
:37rmetri: top functions, I Jkn>. Because k plays the role of a "specta-
tur" in the anMilar mom rmtum coupling, and because the Schro0inger equa-
tion is linear, it will then be straightforward to ttikc the appropriate
combinations, Eq. (12) or Bq. (1'), to obtain the correct fonnulation
for syimnetric top or a%nmietric top rotors. CC, CC, and 12 ocatt.eri.ng
formalisms will be developed in Section: IIC, IID, and ITE, respectively.
Correct symmetrization for symmetric top, will be consi.deree, in more
dot 'l in Section IDF. Lxtcnoion to usynx.,ctric tops is straiGhtforward
an3 ' as been diseu:, 	
l
sed by Garrison. }
B. 7ni.ennoleculnr ) otent ,ic.1 .
The interaction potential, V(0 P) in Eq. (1) ico, a function on?y of4
the relKti.ve orientation of the projectile with rccpcct to the rotor.
Thu^, V(Q,}t)	 V(w)	 V(P',L',,') There R' is the position of' the pro-
.y	 n	 N
jectile with re:.pcct to (body-fixed) axes along the principal moments
of inertia of the rotor. It in convenient to expand the angular dcpen-
dente here in ephe.ricvl harmonics,
v0o'C," ,) - YxU v
xU
(h') Y
X"
(Cox)
 .	 (ih)
One can then use th(r tr::ti--foiination properi ice of the Fpherleal hamunics
to relate body-fixed and £pace-fixed coordinates.9
oVOFO") _ -P-1(j1) VO,	 (15)
wlierc tl,e P .•t that. R-R' ha: Vo nn used.
10
ii
The phase convention for spherical harmonics,
YX)-u(R) = (-)µ Yxu(R) * ,	 (16)
1-us the fact that the interaction potential is real imply that
v^ ^ -u (11)	 G)")" vxµ(1.) * .	 (17)
For most systems it. will nl:;o be possible to choose the principal moment.
of ir,ert,ia axes co that the v ).p (P) arc rein.. 'Al.,. requires only that
the x'z'-plane be 11 (reflection) plane of symm^try so that
which will always be possible fur moleeulcr, that are cymmetric tops due
to an n-fold uxis of symmetry alonC z'. The i ntcraction potential cry;
then be written as
	
")'o(R') [Y U'H -)"10")J	 (19)aka.
v ^ u( 10 ) (2-6) 
r).^(CO:,rJ') cOSu^''
wi th P^ an a:;soci,, i.ed I&eendre polynomial..
u
It Is important to emphasize that tl,c bosky-fixed coordinate system
used. to expruiQl the po-t.ential mu,:t correspond to the principal moment of
Inertia axes	 used to defin% the rotor wavefunctions.
C. C? Dne ^rnil^lin^.
Me development of the close couplit,C eyuationc fur symmetric top-
atori collislons follows the development for linenr molecule-Acims of
Artthut-s and Dale riioI very clurel;r, so that It will unly be outlined
below. One can form coupled, total angul;ir wumentu,n fiuictlon:;
u
I.f
r.
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(}121(, 
JMjk:L> = m <JmGn, I Jt•U 
I 
,11x> I trig	 (?0)
	
where 
I 
jkm> sire given by Eq.
	
the "partial. wave" functions. are
I .pe
n	
Yvn N, 0 ,
	 (21)
^	 e
and <j1t132m2 
I 
jP? is u C1eLoeh-Gordan vector-coupling coefficient.
71+e scattering wuvefunction with total. momeni.w+i J and hro,jection Id
on the ::pace-fixed z-axis, vnd approprintc to tl,c entrance channel. jhx,
satisfies K Scl,rodingcr cquation
[xst ' (^,
p 124) vR2 + v - E - E3k ] YJ1:	 - 0
where 1: in the relative kinetic encr(,y and E,J }: is given by Eq. M).
E;:pandi ng Y,ki M 9
	
^jkl.Al
	
Zjlk^^^ R-1 u^,1.'^^Jt1,j}:(.(1^) I 	 ,V>	 (23)
r.nd eubatituti n3 it+t.o the S-.rroding_r cquatl on cJ vc:; the usual. couplC A
equatJons for the ruc]i,+]. functions:
cll^	 132 i 	 u J Y , tl Jt:,i1:,1. R=,^` ,	 , J 	 ( )
	
''	 1N!,jk](2u^/ ` ) ^-^ ^^},^,^„ 4JI•,^ "^.„^„ I ti' I 11;J'k' V> ii i „} , t„ `	 ( li)	 (,,'1+)
where the vrivemriber is givc.• ti by
nj1,
,1k 	 	 ) (	 j1: Jk ) 	 ( ^
and t he coup31n- viatriY, cl ument is
aJ1f^k^ I FXuv Xu (Ti ') 1 ),µ( ^ ) I Jll,,.'> r	 ^ `t 
vxu(1;) (-)'1+,^'+1.•J ( ?6)
t
T+n
	with (:.:) r^ - j 	 a110 1:	 a 0 - j oymbol . 9 '11itre 1:, no coupl In(;
bctwvctt differeiit D1, rind UK: nuttrix elc7n mL in indepmdeut of I .1 wr+ieh
12
^	 •	 I	 I ,
Will vubsequently be dropped from the nutuLion. It is read.tly shown
that
<Jjkt,I Yx. I J5'1, '^'> _ <7 .S' k 'd' I (-)u Y).,-^t I Jjkl>	 (27)
Which, t.ogctli:;r wi i.h l.;q. ().'O c.n •,rxrets that t.l:r. coupling r.i;itrix is
llermitc:an. I;oi.e tiv^t different vulues of k tire connected on]y by term^
in the potentitul :.ucl, t.l:t,t N = k' -l:. `flit- full owing property or the
coupl i nt; matrix cicn(^nt s w.i 11 tlno be a .^ful.:
^•T^-1:t, 
I)" 	 I J,S'-k' (`> = (-)`i{j '+ '<:T^k{ I Y^ -`^ I J,)'l"t ,	 ( 2v)
Coml,ai •lljg the usysaptoti: form of u(JR) with the intcractiunle.;r;
colutions dc•fi neu the scut•ter i n or, S-r:,t:trlx in the u s ual way:
u;	 ,^,(l.) .,, b	 ,b k , bbt e>:p[-i(^:	 lt- v112)]	 (29)J,S	 k	 ^k.j.:
	
- (7`^jkj}: /K^i'1.' jr:)^<,j}:J, I 
SJ I j'k'1„'> ctit)[:i	 J,}.,^^,}^-d,'i^
Stnte-to-r;i.utc lnteGrul cross sectiurrs, sunA over fln Ll and trvurtct;,!d
over i n i tir.l_ dcgcnerur l es, ciao be obt.Ri ncrQ from the f;-n,:tt.rl:c ua
six(`^J}])-1
	
^ (rJil)	 (30)
It should be noted t. ut t.lie k quuntvrn nsunber play.- a "spectator”
role in Use utigular mumentur. coupling. Therefore, one uan Immcdintely
write dus!rs fcuuulu :, ill tc •i-t,r of	 matrix rlcrtunts, for di f1'crLut.lt l crucc:;
cectIu Is, 11 prcrn.ur' br,,td.enin, , 	 etc., by merely tr!.11rj t; a l: 11:bcl Lo
the forr.,ulus for lincur woleculuo. Furth( rmv)rc, 11' the rotor wavefunc-
t.i.ons are linear coubinationn. ttnonr,, k vuluco, uc is the cure for ryTimetric
to}' fiuic t i on:s nf propur : yrm,•ui• • y and ul::o for	 top.-., it 1:;
necessury only to tran;;form Vlo couplin L:	 Eq.	 into tl,to new
bsesin and repl;.eL the k 1t,bel ' w5th the	 new luhvl (1. 4.-. %c for
cyrmnctrtc tops, c. f. Eq. (' "') ; ar T for u,;ytnr.,ctric Lop.,, L' . f. Y"I. (.1-P 	 .
33
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D. Cou pled States.
It is possible to write the CC scattering equations in a body-fixed,
i.e., rotating, coordinate system rather than in the space-fixed system
of Arthurs and Dulgarno. (Sec, e.g., the heliciLy furwulati.un of Jacob
and Wick. 12) The CS approximation is derived in the "R-holicity"
coordinates in whif.h the z'-alas lies along the collision coordinate R.
tv
Then mt, the projection of the orbital angular morentutn on R, is zero
f	 by definition so th,-:t the total anGalar momentum expansion basis, analo-
gous to Eq. (20), can be labeled by I XA j3un> where m is the projec„ior)
i
of j on R. This basis is related to the space-:ficd basis, Eq. (20), byN
a unitary transformation, ,s discussed, e.g., by Child 13 and Walker and
Light;. 1	 in the body-f-i_xed systean, the interaction potential matrix is
1
diagonal in m and independent of t. IIowver, t,e 	 i s no longer diagonal
as it is in the space-fixed system, but connects states ui.-iIi different
m, corresponding to "Coriolis forces" in the rotating frame.
The coupled states approximation introduced by McGuire and Kouri6a
consists of' neglecting the off-diagonal matrix elements of ^2 1n the
body-fixed frame and further approximating the diagonal ones by
2	 L
	
< 1,jkm I l,, I x1 j'3:'n1 1 > 7. 1 J(^+l)^nun^Sjj^bk^.^	 (31)
This approximation and some related variants have been extenolvely dis-
cussed by McGuire and Kouri and co-wonhcrs. 6 Therefore, only the modi-
fications to the poLel)tial ivatrix elements, necessary for syiwictric tops
w1.11 be preser'.ed here. The potential matrix in the body-fixed frame
i s given by
1 )+
`	 40_ .
1_	
r
I ^;
<JMjkmI E v^4(R') YXu(R I JMj'k'm'> = E	 v(R) (_) -k'-m
	
(32)
r(2j+1)(2j'4-1)(2).4.1) 1 2 	 j X j'	 j X j'
L	 n	 J \-k µ k') -'m 0 m)
which is readily derived using the fact that
i
Y(Qy) _
	 )[(2).41)/(]Erg)]' .6uO^Wy) . 	(33)
Note that Eq. (32) implies no coupling unless m=m', and also that cLIS-
fercnt; values of k are coupled only by terms in the potential such that
µ=k-k'. Again, matrix elements are independent of M :,ich is subsequently
dropped from the notation.
As in the U method, the potential matrix is lierwitean since,
c.f. Eq. (27),
<-Tj kni I Y, I Jd'k'n'> = <JjIk'ru' 
I 
(- ) µYS	 I Jj]:m>	 (30
^-U
The following properties of the potential matrix elements will clso be
useful:
<Jjk-m I Y 	 Jj']:'-m'> _ (_)d+j'4),<Jjlan I Y^ I Jj'k'in'> ,
	
(35)
and
<Jj-km I Y^	 Jj' -k'm'>_ (-) j `^ ^<Jj }•in I Y
	
I Jj']:'m'>
	 (36)
u	 ^
The coupled differential equations for the CS approximation are
identical in form to those for CC (c.f. Eq. (2 ) i)) except that t=J and
the channels are label:id by Jjl.m rather than Jj^'.^- There is no coupling
between channels with different m, end separate sets of equationn must
be solved for m-0,41,+2,...,+,j"X, where J is the n,aximwn rotor j-value
of interest. The asymptotic form of the radial functions defines a
scattering ntiitrix < k I S`T I Vk'n,'> exactly ,3s in the CC method (c.f.
Ed. (29)) from which thu degeneracy averaged cross sections are obtained
15
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(c.f. Eq. (30)) as
v(jl:-'j'k')	 rrxjkjk -2 (2.j+1) -1 Ej— (2J+1)	 (37)
6j j' 6kk' - <j km I Si I j'k'm > 12
E. Effective potential.
i	 The effective potential approximation was obtained by Rabitz 5a by
'	 taking a particular average of the potential matrix elements over clegen-
erate rotational sublevels in an uncoupled, space-fixed representation.
This approach can alternatively be considered to be an expansion of the
total scattering wavefuncticn with "effective rotational states" which
rare non-degenerate and which do not couple to the (partial wave) orbital
ang^ilar momentum. This leads to coupled equations identical in form to
CC (c.f. Eq. (24)) except th-at, sincc J and ^, arc no ,,! identical, the
channel s, can be labeled by Jjk rather than Jjk.,,.
The IT matrix elemonts for symmctric top systems have been derived
by Tarr and Rabitz. )d For a symmetric top-atom collision the potential
matrix is given by
4T j]: I
^^a 
"Xµ(R') Y^.µ(R') I JJ'k'> = Z),Ia v^` ^ j(R) (-)-]t 
1	 (38)
exp(iii( I j ' —j I +j' +j)l'r'] (^^^) `'((2 j +1)(?j'+l) ^`'
The potential matrix Js o f--en to be independent of J. Coupling between
k levels i:, due to teimis in the potential such that µ=}:'-1:. Henniticity
of the coupling matrix is ensured since, as in CC turd CS,
<,Tj,l^, I You I Ijk.> = %Jjk I (-)u'Y	 I Jj'^,'>
	 (39)
16
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The following property will also be useful:
<Jj -k I YXµ I Jj' -k'> _ (-) j+j + '<Jjk I Y 	 Jj'k' > .	 ( 40)
The asymptotic foim of the radial equations defines a scattering
matrix `jk I SJ 
I 
j' k'> exactly us in CC (c.f. Eq. (29)) from which degen-
eracy-averaged cross sections are obtained as (c.f. Eq. (30))
Q(jl;—j').') = nxjk jk -2 /C( j ,
 j ') FJ (2J A 1)	 (41.)
bdi,blx, - <k I S" I j'k'> 12
Tne "counting-of-st s-ttes" correction, g(j,j'), was introduced by Zarur
and Rabitz5c to ensure proper detailed balance,
(2j-+1) xj 2 ci(j-'j') __ (2j'+l) nil 	 CV ( j ' -'j )	 (^2)
which doesn't arise naturally in EP due to the use of "effective rota-
tional states" that- lack the normal 2j+1 degeneracy. Zarur and Rabi cz
suggested for linear molecule-atom collisions the most s^ ,m-netrica.l form,
.	 1
g ( j , j ') _ [('j+l)/(2j'+1)1?	 (43)
However, it appears that a better choice might be 
jsj'
("j'1)1(2j'+l)'j>j'
In either case, the counting-of-states factor is the same for symmetric
tops and linear molecules.
F. Symmetric Lop unctions of proper parit
As indicated in Section IIA, symmetric top eigenfunetions with
proper parity are, Eq. (1?),
j kme> _ [2(1 •+6k0 )	 (I j}'.m> +e I j-1:+gyp )
where k.-!O aucl c"+l except thc it
 only e--+l is allowed for k=0. By cons i-
1 '/
L-	 r
_	 r
i
t e 
Bering this linear combination along; with the symmetry properties of the
interaction potential, Eq. (19), the final working equations are derived
for CC, CS, and EP scattering of a symmetric top molecule by an atom.
In the CC incthod, one must consider matrix elements of the inter-
action potential of the form
vXu 
<Jjl:ed, ICYaµ4(- )µYS_µ] /(1--1-bllC) I Jj13 =1C I.tI> _	 (115)
VXµ [2(1+6pd ]-1[(1+bkO)(1+ 6k+O)
]-j
[<Jjkd.
I Y)4+(-)1-IYX -µ I Jj'k't'>4c<JJ-k,, I YXµ+(-)I"i1^'{! 
I Jj,l,,V>
-►-C , ,I jlct, I Y +(-)"Y
	
I Jj' -h't >+cC'<Jj-kt, I Y +(-) i Y	 I Jj'-1='^'>1
Note that µ, k, and k' are non-negative here. Recalling that. a matrix
element van:i.shes unless µ=k'-k and using Eq. (23) to reverse the sign of
k and k' in the third and fourth terms, one obtains
v)u <Jjket, 
I [Y+(- )UY^_µ] /(1-1bµ0) I Jj'1:'C'V> =	 (11 ')x1j
v^ P [(11-iil:0)(1A^'k,0)] z
u
(w:Jjl:f,I Y^	 I Jj'k'a'>+e<Jj -kl I 
Y) u I Jj'1:',?,'>)
where
% j+j '+X4 (1+7)
There will be a contribution from the first term in Eq. 00 only if
}1=k'-k,	 and it will enter with parity
1,	 k' -kLO (11;3)
W	 =-
There will be a contribution from the second term only if µ-k'i-k. Only
one of these ter,na will con l•ribute iuiles s k-0 and/or k,-O.
It cwl be verified that the potent.icLt r itrix elements vanish iden-
U cally unleso
i
r 
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E;(-) '+"-"" = C'(- )j'+ls'+^'	 (119)
'fie CC equationo can therefore be split into two non-interacting parity
blocks for each J, leading to a reduction in computational effort.
The analysis for the EP approximation follows identically that for
CC. The final equation is
v^P <Tjkc I [YXu+(..)µY)-u]i 0.+61,10) I Jj ' k 'e' > =	 (50)
v41 
Q [(1.+bk0) (1+bk' 0)]-z
(W<) ji: I Y 	 I i j ' 1:' >+e <,T j -1: I YXµ I J j k' >)
with Q and w as defined by rqs. ( 117) and ( J O) .
The ar ly:sis for the CS approximation is simil Lr except that the
role of k and k' is interchanged:
v	 <Jj)SC I [Y ^(-)'LY	 ]/(.l-+b ) 1 1Tj' 1 IZICI> _	 (51)41	 ^,4a	 ). -I	 110
v 	 Q' [(1+bk0)(1+bk,0) ]-2
(us<Jjkm I YX J) ' I J j 1 ), IT>+E: I<T jl:m I Y 	 I Jj'-k'r:>)
where
1,	 k-k'z0	 (52)
and Q is giver. by Eq. ()'O .
/	 1
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III. Calculation, for NH 3_ 11e
A. Intermolecular potential.
The intermolecular potential was obtained as a function of the
position of lie relative to the ammonia center of mass, 	 in
body-fixed, principal moment of inertia corrdinates (c.f. Eq. (lli)).
The geometry of the ammonia molecule can be dc::cribed by the (carte-
Sian) coordinates of the nuclei in this same system - N(0., 0. 1 0.127),
111 (1.771, 0., -0.5928), H2(-0.8855, 1.5337, -0.5928), H3(-0.8855,
-1.5337, -0 .5923) with all distEmces in bohr (1 a0 = 0.52918x10 8 cm) -
which is clone to the equi.l-i.briwn structure inferred from iaicrowave
spectra. The interaction potential was computed via the electron gas
model of Corlon and Kim, 1> using V-e computer pr. ogre-m of Crcen and
Gordon. 16 From comparisons vi-U, more rigorous quantum calculations for
other systems, it appear:. that this mAhod pr •ov3d-2s a semi-chua.nt.itative
estimate of the distance and anLle d.cper,dence of the short-range repul-
sive interf,_ction. 1 j It. aloo appears to give: a reasonable estimate of
the position of the van dLr Waals minimum. It. does not, however, cor-
rectly reproduce the long-range induction and dispersion energies, but
fall; to zero too rapidly. In previous work we have supplemented the
electron Gas approximation by smoothly Joining il. to the ecymptotically
correct long-range electrostatic interaction. Because the cross sec-
tions here arc not expected to be very sensitive to the long-range
interaction, and because this, study Is desICTned more as a model calcu-
lnt.ion than t:n rittempt to obtain detailed cross sections for this
system, the election Cpr, interaction hhttc been u ,ed without; further
20
smudlfication.
The electron charge densities necessary for the Gordon-Kim method
were obtained from 1?;:rtrec-Fock functions. The M} 3 function was obtained
using a Gau:;sinn basis of approximately "triple zeta" quality plus p
pultirl uLluil functions oti i,}ii bydrut"Uns. 18 For Iie, Lhe accurati; SIaLer
19
basis function of Clu-nenti was used. ''Me interaction potential was
computed for R'bri0 = 3.0 (0.5) 9.5, C')' = 0 (30) 180 0, and ^' = 0 (15) 600
For each P' value, the tmgular dependence was expanded in spherical
harmonies, Pa. (19), by minimizing the root-mean-square average error.
Because of the three-fold axis of symmetry, only Y41 with II= 3n are
allowed in the expansion. A twelve term fit, which reproduced all
computed Points to a few percent, was adopted for the scatterinr; cul-
culations, this is presented fin ttiblc 1. Smooth radial functions and
derivatives were oUn-ined from the tabulated points by fifth-order
Lagranl c: interpolat.iun plus exponential extrapolation at short-range
and inverse power extrapolation Lit long-range .lc
By examining semi-logarithruic plots of the vk1(I'l for the short-
range repulsive interaction, i.e. R'
-
<5a0 , one finds approxinlatn expo-
neritifil behavior
V)41 rs a) P exp( -bXi1R' )	 -	 ( 53)
Furthermore, the slopes of the domi ► ,ant te)ms are quite similar so that
v) 
µ	 E
r- 
a).1 Li 00 e''p(-b00)"') 	 (54)
The strength of the ajiisotropy is ^Lhen ruflected in the size of the
various ccX 
u , 
from which it is .cen that the interaction here is only
weakly Lnisutropi c, i. c . , aXP<<I .
21.
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B. Scattering calculations.
Using the intermolecular potential described in the previous sec-
tion CC, CS, and EP calculations have been performed. `lice coupled
differential equi-Mons were solved using the piecewiee analytic algo-
12 1rithm of Gor0on20 as implemented in the MOISCRI. cowputer programs.
Tolerances were set to obtain 2-3 r iuiificant figure necuracy ill the
final cross Eecti.onc:.
Because of permutational syinmetry among the identical. hydrogen
nuclei in ammonia, the rotational levels can be divided Into two set:
which are associated with different nuclear spin states and which inter-
convert at a negligible rate in thermal energy collisions. Level, with
k =3n are de ignated ortho-I:H3 R11d levels with k=3n+1 are de:;i gnnV d
pares-1;113 . That the scattering culculatious predict no interconversion
of ortho- and pura-Nll 3 can be seen as follows: Iiolc:calar symuetry ensures
that the expansion of the intermolecular potential, Eq. (19),will coii-
tain only terms with 4-3n. The coupling; mai;rix elements in the scattering
formalism vanish unless hk=a. Therefore, there will never be coupling
between ortho- and para-levels and hence zero probability for colli - tonal
interconver ion. Since o, tl)o- an(l. piri --MT3 are totally docoupled, scat.-
terin,; calculations can be done ceparat, , ly for Ur_ two species. (7'iI.t^
r,ituation is entirely anUlogouS tothe more familiar ortho-para distinc-
tion to F2.)
For porn-N)13
 the ccattAriug equations are invariruuL to simultaneous
change of parity in the incoiuing r.nd outgoing channels.. Thus 00kc-J'k"c;' )
In equal to o(,i:. -^,1'Y.'^;') there c dcnoter; thca uppoe.itc: purity from c,
and only one of those cron y, sections w111- be reported oub:,c:quently. Vote,
1
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nonetheless, that both paritic:; mutt be included In the scattering
calculut i ons . This symmetry does not obtain for ortho -11}i3 because the
k-0 levels exist in only one parity. Also, any energy splitting of
the k-doublets, such as that cau.,ed by inversion motion, would destroy
the p(,ri'ect symmetry found here for pnra -TUl 3 . _
The major approximation in the CC method in retentJon of only a
finite subset of the molccala) , rotational level., in the expansion of'
the total wave 1'un ction. 913erufoi-v, a number of calculations have been
done to examine convergence of the cross sections as the expansion bads
is increased. Results of such tests are presented in table 3 for ort.ho-
NI13 and in table 
4 for para-P113' Inie difficulty in using larger basis
sets can be upprociatecl by noting tbat. the 1315 cal.etletinn for ort.rio-
NE3
 required sol.virrg Gl clad 63 coupled cqua-L j on, fc r the two pal i Lico
at eruch J, and the P20 hale ltit.:ion fur p;tra-P?H3 required solving two
sets of' '16 coupled equations for each 0'. It is apparcrit that converged
cross sections are obtained by inclu(ling till open (i.e. energetically
accessible) channel:, plu ,, perhaps, a few of th^ lowest closed channels.
This rapid convergence can be attribuLed in part to the small anisotropy
and ::idely-spuced ene7-gy lev!ln in t.lil., uyrrtem which m1n .11uizC. tht• cffect
of' indil •ec-i. (10.,1 ►er order) coupling. if tlr: inter.ct:or< v re more rinino-
tropic, or if the potential well were deeper coripared to the energy
nplittings (leading to Feshbach resonances), one might expect poorer
basis set convergence. 'I4ie basis set convergence in C; and F.P calcu-
lations k; . , fount: to be sbrIlar t<) th:.t presented for the CC calculaLion
23
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An examination of the CC crone sections begins to reverAl interesting
"propensity" rules for different tj, Ak, and parity transitions, the
existence of which had been previously inferrccl from double resonance
data. To systematically study throe, however, requires cross sectiona	 i
among more levels than have been includ.cd IM-0, so that apparent trerido
have some stHtistical validity. Since it is not currently feasible to
extend the CC calculations to many more levels, it in important to
document the validity of cheaper approximations. Toward this end, CS
and EP cross sections are compure•d with CC values in tables 5 and 6.
9.1e EP cross sections are riven both with (Eq. ( ) 13)) nnd. without (Eq.
the "counting-of-states" correction Suggested by Zarur and
Rnbitz. 5c Mie CS rnpproxi=tiori is seen to give integral cross sections
In sumi-quant.itc-Alva agrr ­-.uient witL CC. A1tliouL;h significant differences
exist for ft fcw isolated transitions, CS 4ppears to be gencrally quite
n:lifible for pre.dicUng t.lie magnitude and relative size of different 	 i
crone section: for this system. `i'he shearer EP approximation is ir,	
fl
somewhat poorer quantitative agreement with CC but is still generally
reliable for eotiruating the magnitude and relative size of cross sections.
&-porience with linear riolecule-atom collisions would lead one to attri-
bute the accuracy of 12 here to Uie s.mill anisotropy in thi E. eysten.
Also, following previous experience, for mast trrensitionn FT with-.jut
the "couutiiig,-of-states" correction g1vec bc:AAc r agreement w rtth CC.
Tl,c integr;;.l. croor. ^actions considered above are only one measure
of the overall, collision dyi-izunie:; - albeit a very important one sinre
they determine; the rate of collislorial energy trimsfer - find It is
	 f
2!i
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important to deterrninf! whether C^ tend EP pruvidc a reliable description
of other details of the collision dynamics as well. lf,22
 In this pkper
only the partial opacities - the caitribution to the cross section from
different total J or partial. wave:: - will be considered. ^t is fou.,1(1
that the CC partial opacities, agree very well. with CC values for inc• 1.a.s
-tic proce ;ses, the 12rL;cst discrepanci cs, if any, being in trio: lowest
few partitil wuves. For clastic cross rcctionr, however, the agrecr(:nL
is not so Cooel, with the exccpt3	 T_on of ci (00+-+C;1+); for other elastic
trnn sitions CC values tend to occillute about the CC rc:.ulta. rid;. 1
shows typical exunpl.es of both cases. Llic I)c-havior of ^T partial
opacities was found to be quite rimilar to that of C . Although detailed
et been	 '^calmil.tition, have not y	 perfortaed, one ca n
 anticiprite`
 `^ fro.n the
behavior of the Ca and LP cla:ctl c partial opac ties thrt tM.-se approx-
imations nwy not be adequate to describe; oi'..:.:r cultic.::::,_`_ Phenomena,
in particular, di.fferentlal cross e;ec ma will collicion induced spectral
pressure broadening, for this system.
0	 i
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IV. Conclu,ions
The. foimulism for describing collisions of a symmetric top rotor
with it spherical atom has been presentud botli within the accurutr clone
coupling framework and al.,-.o the coupled states and effective potential.
approximations. Calculations have been performed f- it model of the 	 I'
I'M -lie aystcm watch dcinonotrate the feasibility of CC when only it fc•w
I
of the lowest rotuL.i-unul :LL V .l:; al e: oi' intCrc-A. 1 `h^se begin to d raw
interesting "propensity rule.-." for parity chatuges, the existence of
which had been prevl.ourly :infer -ed frorr microwave double recononce
experiments. 8 unfortunately, rt.proper ,Ludy to compare with uvuilrtble
data requires mom rot.ationirl levels than can be huncl.ted by CC Willi
prcaenL cnmptitntionul tcchu^gues.
On the uther hand, it wus round. -:.hat the CS approxLnation t:uve
ret ults in nearly c2unrrLitat.ive agreement 	 CC ttnd that the l',P upprox
i.m • .tion was at least quali tntively correct. Tlu ne methods are also
chcup enough to allow v proper study of collisionnl energy transfer in
ammonia. To compare with experiment .ul .Intu, however, such a study rix t
also account• for the inversion mot i on which has been ibrtorcd here. To	 i
conclucly
 Uiis palx-: a brief diccur:cion gill. L•. riv_,n of the neacs.:r iy
i
modificuti ut ► _,.
To a first upproxfmntion, inversion curt be dr:scribed23 as one-	 t
dimensica,al motion of the rtltrogen nueleus alone the z'-axis (with
cor,--:+ tiding motion of the hydrotens it: IN-- opposite direction to
I preserve the centj,r of tau: • ^ lit the origin. If this coordinate is
lubrrlctl h, then the rigid rotes cunfl`-urutic,n described itt Suction 11f.A
i
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eorre'spor:d:; to h=h c , the equilibrium position. From symmetry, the
vibrational potential eneri;y Is unchanged on taking It	 -1, so that
there is a corresponding; rdnimiun nt h = -hc , vnu a potentiial bart • icrr between
thecae with rn%ximum to 1, =0. The lowest vibrational mode In this PoVn-
tial is syr,cnetric with respect to h -• -h, an(l the first excited mode
is anti -1,Yirlmutric. To achi:-ve proper sam rietry of the to-t.r.1 wavefu;,(-•-
t.iotrs fur tr,uJnviArt (c?c:ctr^nic-vibr, tionr,l._r.;t;;t.ionr.:]-nucleni •spi ) the
symmetric (,,r,ti-symrjAri.c) inversion function can comb:inc only with orte
of the 'two I j),.-rctcD %yr.,metric top 1luict.ions; t.hc lotlr_t (ulllxr) i.nvcx• : ion
d:,ublet than correspon1s to the lowc::;t (first excitf-d) vibrational mode
plus the appropriate rotational parity function. I'or k = 0 only one of
the rotational parity si- Les exlat; and only tlhc correopotuling ev-n or
ocld : Ibratloijal state fa then ullovecl. (Sc , c Ref. 23
 for a snore detr :i led
discvr,sion.) It is lour, Teen shit each of the parity roi.or basis ftuic-
Lion: used !n Chic stucly corre:31:oncii to a sp,-:cific upper or lower vicribcr
of u double L.
It it also neees. ary to consider t.ije cfi'L^t of the inver:iion rnAion
on the inLcritetion potential raid its matrix elemcni;s. For tl,c projccLilc
at (R',(i', c 	 Iu -Lhe molecule-fixed axe.. it I v. tkj1pirct,L thr,t the inter-
t,ction depert:i; parau,ctr:i.ct,l'l.y on the c•oorcliia.te, h, the pAen-
ti al U i ven In Section ] 11 . A corre opondi nS to 1.--- h e . Prom t iinpl c Seotrs(! t,y
eonsid.uruLlous one has the iweful fact that, the cot)rdinatc vlit r:Lv h -• -I,
+	 is cquLvvIviA to C' -- ii — C,)'. Tlv^	 r:ntrix 0—,-.^unts must be ,vur-
I	 aged over th,! Inver: ion motion. In principle, the into rtetion luosL lie
oi'i.ait,ed as it 1'w,cti,)tt or b" . p', ;', ana h ttttd r:v^)•tc(,^ .1 o:•c•r tl,c: t•ibru-
t.l o1",l i'un^tuns which deporO on h. It can uc nof .•_d, 11 nx vc r, the:t il,u
•n
r	 r
j . ii
lower'_. and first excited vibrational fLuictions for ammonia pctdc rather
sharply near the two equilibrium positions h=+h e . To a good approxi-
mation then, it is seen that vibrational matrix elements between levels
with the same parj tv are givcn by
< + I V 1 4 >	 [V(P'U'^';1]e)-+Vo l' p'^';-he)]
r[V ( 1001 V ;he) +V(F',n-Ql^'
and between levels of different h3:. •ity by
< + I V I + >
	 2[V(R'G'^';he)- V(ll',tr- G',1^' ;he)]
Thus.., th ,e ccitputationctl techniques now appear to be in hand for
studying ener,7 transfer in ammonia-rnre gas collisions. The experi-
mental results of Oka8 will then provide a stringent test of these
theoretic-ll methods. Besides the double resonance data, collision-1.1
excitation of annonia is also of current astrophysical interest for
interpreting the obsorvcd non-thermal excitation of intcrst,ellar I111 21
For these reasons we hope to undertake a more complete -Ludy of this
system in the near future.
(55)
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Rotational levels of ortl,o- and pare-ammonia
included in the
scattering calculatl ons.
01.010 Para
level. I k r,
- 1-R	 cm level e k e
-
1 	tl:	 •, em __
— l
1 0 0 + 0• 1r 1 1 +
10.2446
2 1 0+
0	 ,
19. 8`305
59.61111+
2
3
1 J- -
2 1+ 56 OC)553
1E
2
3 0 + 119.2828 It 2 1 - 50.0055
-
5 3 3 1 86.5601 5 2	 2	
,. )15.0980
6 3 3- 86.5601 6
2?- 45.0980
7 1;	 0	 + 1913.8046 7 3 a. + 11.5.04(,9
• 8 It	 3	 + 7.66.0`0 8 3 1
9 4 3_ 166.o£,.1^ 9 3 2 lo), .7393
0 5	 0	 -E . 2oC^8 .29g 10 3 2 - to a . 793
1J_ 5 3 + 265.181+1 11 1 1	  +1E
195.168 7
195.I.C^37
G
i^ 5 3 -
6 0
265.481+1 12 1 -4 2+ 1f^4.26113
11 ^ 0 3 +
1!1!(.118^j
38 1.'(6613
1;+
4 2 - 1£'^ ► .261`'
15 6 3 - 384.76,.8 15 1 1	 	 +1E	 1 1
llfo . 6310
3.4 .631015 0 6 -6 6-
286.5089
^86.5 89
16
1't
-
5 1 29!1.570;31-7
18 5
19 5 2 + 28 ' . 0631
20 5 2 - 283.60-11
I
_;1E
i
Y	
k- ^u^+T-
Table 3
Basis set convergence of cross sections for collisions of
ortho-NII 31J with IIe at a total energy of 100 cm-1 .	 Basi3 designated
Bn i.nclades the fir ,t n levels of ort1,o-NI13 listed in table 2.
Q	 •J'k'c'),
^
A`
o
^J1^c-
}c	 E _	 ' si' k' c ' P,h __ B9 B11 P 1 .5
0 0 + 0 0 + 156. 156. 1.56. 156.
1 0 + 1.22 1.18 1..18 1.18
2 0 + 0. ! ,Fi 0.57 0.61 0.67
3 3 + 0.067 0.092 0.11 0.12
3 3 - 0.91. 0.90 0.91+ 0.93
1 0 + 1 0 + 16?. 162. 16-2. 16?.
2 0 + 0.99 0.99 1.02 1.01
3 3 + 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.91{
3 3 - 0 .041 0.0115 0.047 0.0119
2 0 + 2 0 + 158. 158. 158. 158.
3 3 + 0.27 0.31 0.33 0.36
3 3 - 0.75 0.77 0.80 0.81
3 3 + 3 3 + 85.5 85.2 811.8 85 .1
3 3 - 0.111 0.111 0.113 0.43
3 3 - 3 3 - 86.0 85.6 85.11 85.6
vA
fm
15
Table 1E
Basis -set convergence of cross sections for collisions of
parn-NH3 with lie at a total energy of 100 em -1 . Basis designated
Bn includes the first ii levels of parn-1!113 listed ir ► table 2.
02
R6 	R]0	 m6 _	 13'0
11+	 11+ 161. 161. 1.61, 1.61.
1 1 - 0.72 0,67 0.60 0,60
2 1 + o,67 0.66 0.61 0.61
2 1 - 0.16 o.16 0.16 0,17
2 2 + 0.00;;7 0,012 0.01.1 0,011
2 2 - 1.07 1.01 1.03 1.0,E
2 1 +	 2 1 + 16;. 162. 161. 161..
2 1 - O.1Ii O.1ii 0.;;8 0.37
2 ? 0. f".1 0.711 0.71{ 0.711
	 I
2 2 - 0.11 0,1.3 C).1.2 0,12
2 2	 2 2 + 165. 165. 1G-. 165.
2 2 - 0.'(4 0.71, 0.72 0.71
A
1
30
701
r
Tulle 5
Comparison of close couplin0 i coupled atntes, and effective poten-
tial cross sections for excitation of ortho-NI13'
Encrg,y,	 c r
n	
,j k r i'k t c l C,>	 1315 UP /BI 5
a
(corrected)
100.	 0 0 + 0 0 + 156. 156. 157. 157.
1. 0 + 1.1 8 1. 05 0.91! 1. 68
2 0 + 0.67 0.29 0.12 0.27
3 3 + 0.12 0.0 0.029 0.076
3 :1 - 0.93 1.13 0.52 1.37
0 + 1 0 -4 102. 163, 158. 158.
2 0 + 1.03 1.15 2.23 2.89
3 3 + 0,01, 0.94 0.-111. 1.11
3 3 - 0.0}i9 0.036 0.20 0.30
2 0 2 0 + 158. 156. 1116. 146.
3 3 + 0.36 0.,,'9 1.()11 1.,'1 1
3 3 - 0.81 0.81 1.38 1. C,3
3 3 + 3 3 + 85. 86. 77. 77.
3 3 - 0.}+3 0.115 0.1,3 0.43
3 3 - 3 3 - 86. 86. 115. 75.
19J.	 0 0 + 0 0 i' 1211. 1P5: 125. 125.
1 0 + 1.1+2 1.:^8 1.24 2.16
2 C) + 0.25 0. 1.h 0.211 0.511
3 0 + 0.115 o.),6 0.30 0.80
3 + 0.001'!' 0.0 0.022 0.O58
S - 2.65 2.71 1.63 4.32
1 1 j + 0.0003 0 . c) 0. CO25 0 . O0.15
11 3 - 0.1.8 0.1 7 0.11 0.43
1 0 + 1 0 + 130. lio. 123. 123.
2 0 + 1.,10 1.30 2.90 3.75
3 0 + 0.12 0.15 0.21 0.32
3 3 + 2.30 2.07 3. 1.6
3 3 - 0.10 0.11. 0.47 0.71
11 3 + 0.10 0.11 0.1.5 0. P.1
1 + :i - 0.'-,) 0.33   r0.',0 0.36
37
1	
•	
^ ^1	 1 1
Table 5, contiuued
FnerCy,	 em-1	,^ k_e ',^'e' CC Al5 CC Blr FT 1315 (corrected)
190. 	 20+ 20+ 1113. 1113. 131+. 134.
3 0 + 0.89 0.90 2.17 2.57
3	 3	 .1 0.22 0.24 0.80 0.95
3 3 - 1.119 1.56 1. ,l6 2.08
43+ 0.84 0.8 1 1 0.611 o.86
h 3 - 0.01.8 0.028 0.071. 0.095
3 0 + 3 0 + 1G2. 3.02. 155 . 15) 	 .
3 3 + 0.77 0.80 1.10 1.10
3 3 - 0.27 0.30 0.117 0.117
1 1 	3	 + 0.051 0.o011 o.,?4 0.27
•
11	 3	 - 0.97 1.01 0. 82 0.93
33+ 33+ 11,3. 153. 153. 153.
3 3 - 1.13 1.1.9 0.52 0.521 1 3	 + 0.1i8 0.49 0.0073 0.0033
o . 096 0.11 0.081, 0.091
3 3 - 3 3 - 1.53. 1; 3. 153. 153.
4 3 Y 0.11 0.a 0.032 0.o_,6
4 3 _ 0.117 0.118 0.009 ; 0.011.
4 3+ 4	 + 150, 1116.
	 b
1.37b
11 19. 1119.
11	 3	 - 0.38 1.05 1.05
b
4 3 _	 11 3 -	 150.	 1116.	 150.	 lro.
n Vslu^_s corrected for "cotmt' , of states" obtained via Rq. (1^.',);
uneo.rrected values obi;tined vla Fq. 01 14).
h From u C-q/}317 calculntiotl.
p]tIGINAL MI.I^ i'ir ► ,1
^8
IjjR1"
• Nz.
t
Q
Taal c 6
Comparison of close coupling, coupler, states, Hnd effective poten-
tial cross seltions for cxcitation of part-11113 at a total energy of 250 cm-1.
n
.1 k c	 i' k' E-' CC D20	 _ /1;2o FP/1<10 (corrected)
1 1 +	 1 1 + 113. 113. 110. 111.
1 1 - 0.81. 0.89 0.41 0.111
2 1 + 1.00 1.00 0.28 0.36
2 1 - 0.21 1.00 1.29
2 2 + O . wo6 0. (YJ05 0.11 o.)_4
2 2 - 1.56 1.4'1 5.88 7.59
3 1 0.069 0.1 4 0.052 0. 080
3 1 - 0.36 a. ,;6 0.68 1.01{
3 2 + 0.41 0.42 1.20 1.83
3 2 - 0.0 o.149 0.69 1.05
1 ; 1 + 0.12 0.1 '.1 0.049 0.085
4 1 - o . 00 ,; 6 0.0050 0. 7-.2 0.21
1 ; 2 + 0.053 0.053 0.13 0.?2
1 1 2 - 0.0:3:i 0.011£3 0.11 0.19
k 4 + 0.044 0.045 0.015 0.026
1 1 I f
- 1-2)1 1.15 o.()4 1.63
2 1 +	 2 1 + 1L2. if 2. 116. 1.1 6.
1 - 0.62 0.65 1.^I? 1.?2
2 2 + 0.37 o.89 2.54 2.54
2 2 - 0.16 0. P3 0.57 0.5'r
3 1 + 0.85 o.9 1 ► 1.15 1.36
3 1 - 0.0'(0 0.053 0.058 0.o69
3 2 + 0.018 0.019 0.033 0.039
3 2 - 0.81 0.85 1.61 ).90
1+ 1 + 0.019 0.055 0.026 0.035
If 1 - 0.085 0.089 o.16 0.21
1i (' + 0.20 0. PC) 0..',8 ().51.
4 2 - 0.075 (1.13 0.14 0.19
I f 4 + 0.91- 0.94 1.08 :1..145
4 1 1 - U.3.4 0.13 0.13 0.18
39
Tuhl e 6. cor, ti hued
L
,Lk e
	
1'k'c' CC I-i.- CS Ii<?0 FP 33?0 (correct(:d)tk
22+	 22 + 120. 139. 117. 117.
2 2 - 1.33 1.35 0.69 0.69
3 1 + 0.15 0.15 0.24 0.P8
3 1 - 0.29 0.28 0.69 0. 82
3 2 + 0.91 0. 8:? 0.14 o.16
3 2 - 0.12 0.054 0.118 0.57
11 1 + 0.038 0.038 m67 0.090
1 1 1 - 0.039 0.0'10 0.13 0.17
11 2 + 0.015 0.3.3 0.022 0.030
1 1 2 - O.N. 0.22 0." 0. i0
1 1 1 1 o.0(8 o.o66 0.0118 0.004
) 1 1 1 _ 0.OoOO 0.0007 0.0039 0.0052
3 1+	 3 1+ 1111. 1111.	 b 1311. 134.
3 1 - 0. 3o 0.311 o . ,(6 0.76
3 2 + 0.7? 1)0.82 1.24 1.24
3 2- 0.041 0.011'(}' 0 ..16 0.1(,
4 1 + 0.72 0. 7 	 b 0.9'I 1.1011 1 - 0.023 0.0 .jo
b
0.0);3 0.049
1 ► 2 + 0.018 O. U^_^22 t, 0.023 0.0,'64 2 - 0.118 0.51 0.56 0.63
4 4 + 0.17 0.19 0.24 0.1117
It It
-
().51 0.52 o.68 0 . ,(•(
for "counting of states" ol,talued via Eq. (1113);It Valuc:: corrected
uru:orreci(A vulucs oLtalued via Eq.	 X41+).
b From a CS/B16 calculation.
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